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Criminalization of Poverty in Capitalist America Essay. Words13 Pages. An anonymous poet in the 's wrote about crime:
"The law will punish a man or.

Urban officials boast that there is nothing discriminatory about such laws: "If you're lying on a sidewalk,
whether you're homeless or a millionaire, you're in violation of the ordinance," a St Petersburg, Florida, city
attorney stated in June , echoing Anatole France's immortal observation that "the law, in its majestic equality,
forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges. Flick a cigarette and you're "littering"; wear the
wrong colour T-shirt and you're displaying gang allegiance. When they married as teenagers, the plan had
been for Kristen to stay home with the children. Now she understood that a healthy diet wasn't always an
option. Less than a decade later, many of these jobs had disappeared and there was stiff competition for those
that remained. We must organize â€” in neighborhoods and communities, in cities and states, and nationally.
The difference between the two programs? Public school children, particularly in poor communities of color,
are arrested and sent to juvenile and even adult courts for behavior that not long ago was handled with a
reprimand. There may be a mug shot, fingerprinting, and lengthy interrogations as to one's children's true
paternity. That could be me before the blow-drying and eyeliner, and it's definitely Al Szekeley at any time of
day. A movement to fight back is showing signs of developing. This seems most required in the face of
modern environmental degradation and exploitation. Generate no public-sector jobs, then penalise people for
falling into debt. So he was dragged out of the shelter and put in jail. Take the case of Kristen and Joe Parente,
Delaware residents who had always imagined that people turned to the government for help only if "they
didn't want to work". So concludes a recent study from the National Law Centre on Poverty and
Homelessness, which finds that the number of ordinances against the publicly poor has been rising since ,
along with the harassment of the poor for more "neutral" infractions like jaywalking, littering, or carrying an
open container. Most people do not know it until they experience that even citizens that were born here are
been discriminating for generations and generations by the corrupted criminal justice systems and legislators.
More recently, Gainesville, Florida, began enforcing a rule limiting the number of meals that soup kitchens
may serve to people in one day, and Phoenix, Arizona, has been using zoning laws to stop a local church from
serving breakfast to homeless people. We must fight mass incarceration and criminalization of poverty in
every place where they exist, and fight poverty, too. Beginning in the s, the country adopted a set of criminal
justice strategies that punish poor people for their poverty. It is not clear whether economic hard times will
finally force us to break the mad cycle of poverty and punishment. There is a right to food stamps. Mass
incarceration, which has disproportionately victimized people of color from its beginning in the s, set the
scene for this criminalization of poverty.


